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Students Plan To Form
Fraternity On Campus

Junior Follies
Tonight At Eight
The big show comes off at 8 o'clock. The acts have been
arriving since early this morning with more girls than
expected.
To get the show rolling the;
—:
girls from the University of unusual act. This is a combo
South Carolina will present of girls playing popular hit
"Scherazade". This feature at- songs on such instruments as
traction consists of a king's a washboard, wash tub, and
harem and all the things that ukes.
happen in the life of a leisure
Pooling all of these great acts,
king. There are more beautiful the Junior Class is presenting
girls in this act than can be one of the biggest hits of the
found at a Broadway strip show. year at Clemson. It will be two
Then we have the one and hours of hilarious entertainonly Miss Ginger Durham of ment.
The director, Sammy Owens,
Greenville. Ginger has agreed
really to put on a show for us, the faculty advisor, Dr. Bair,
singing several of her special- and the committee chairmen
wish to thank everyone for their
ties.
Following Ginger will be the splendid cooperation in productap dance act, "Me and My ing this year's Junior Follies.
See you ae the Follies!
Shadow", presented by girls
from Furman University. Classifying these girls as amateurs
will be taking away part of their
praise.
They are expected to
give one of the best tap dance
acts in the state this year.
The Agronomy Club's social
Clemson will blend into the activities for Junior - Senior
program at this point. The Dance week-end was the main
Four Notes, a freshman quar- business discussed at the recent
tet from Clemson, will come meeting held Tuesday night,
The annual Senior
through with some splendid April 10.
Supper was discussed and the
selections.
Another Clemson act is the club voted to have the supper on
famous "Torcho", the great fire Friday night of the dance weekeater. He can't eat anything end in the form of an informal
E. J. Wright and D.
tinder 300 degrees. He says it banquet.
H. Bryant were appointed cois too cold for him.
Next on the program will be chairman to work out final dethe biggest group of comedians tails of the supper with Dr. W.
to ever hit Clemson. They will B. Boykin acting as advisor.
The club decided to join with
present a satire skit on a typical
day in the life of a Clemson the Horticulture Club in holding a joint drop-in party for
student.
The Tones from Furman, a both nights of the dance weekgirls quartet, will sing several end. Ben Norwood and Tony
selections in accordance with Mishoe were appointed cothe gay and lively mood of the chairmen for the affair.
Initial plans were laid down
Follies.
From Winthrop, we have the to begin work on a newsletter
*Shoe Shine Act". In this act which the club plans to send to
The
several girls portray the typical all agronomy graduates.
life of a shoe shine boy in New! letter will inform its receivers
of the activities of the club,
York City.
Finally, from Bernau, the changes in the organization of
Delta Cubes will give a most the faculty, and changes of the
department facilities on the campus.
The recent three trip through
North Carolina and Virginia was
discussed only briefly. The trip
150-175 electrical engineering carried 20 of the club's members
students from nineteen colleges through the University of North
and universities all over the | Carolina, Duke, and N. C. State
south converged on the Clemson campuses, along with educacampus today for the annual tional stops at Liggett-Myers
three-day convention of the Tobacco Manufacturing ComSoutheastern District of Ameri- pany at Durham and The Nitrocan Institute of Electrical En- gen Division of Allied Chemical
gineers. This district includes and Dye Company at Hopewell,
schools in North and South Car- Virginia.
The club elected Buddy Walolina, Virginia, Kentucky, Tennessee,
Mississippi, Alabama, lace as captain of its softball
Louisiana, Georgia, and Florida. team before adjourning.
One of the main features of
the convention is the presentation of papers in the competition for best student paper.
On Thursday and Friday aftenroons the group will make a
Plans for the annual Ameritour of the Owens-Corning Fi- can Society of Agricultural Enberglas plant at Anderson, the gineers banquet to be held in
Pickens Electrical Manufactur the Clemson House Friday,
ing Company at Pickens, and April 20, were discussed at the
the Duke Power Company Lee April 10 meeting of the ClemSteam Station.
son chapter of the A. S. A. E.
A banquet will be held in the
The banquet is held jointly on
Clemson House Friday night alternate years with the memwith a business session follow- bers of the Georgia Branch from
ing.
the University of Georgia.
It
was also decided to allow the
married members of the Georgia group to bring their wives.
Mr.. H. R. Roberts of the
Elections will be held for
Student Government officers Portland Cement Association of
and members of Senior Coun-1 Atlanta, GGeorgia, spoke at the
cil, tomorrow, Friday, April meeting on uses of concrete for
13, in the Post Office Corridor. the farm and showed a movie
Voting will be by secret ballot, on the way in which beef, pork
and the polls will be open and milk production can be affected by paving the barn yard.
from 8:30 a. m. to 7:00 p. m.

Agronomy Club
Holds Meeting

Engineers To
Have Convention

ASAE Discusses
Banquet Plans

NOTICE!

TIGERS Takes
Short Journey

Request Is Submitted To
Dean Of Students Affairs

Six members of the TIGER
staff will journey to Rock Hill
A group of Clemson students formed recently to secur*
this week-end to the annual con- permission from the administration to allow national sovention of the South Carolina
Student Press Association. The cial fraternities to establish themselves on the campus.
meeting will convene at Win- George Arnot was chosen chairman of this group and ha*
throp College Friday afternoon, presided-over their several meetings.
and will close with a banquet
A steering committee consist-'
Saturday night.
ing of George Arnot, Smith
Roger Yike will head the delChance, Frankie Martin, Rusty1
egatioi from Clemson; other
Langley, and Newt Stall wa»
students attending from Clemson
chosen by the members.
I will be Louis Jordan, Dan RichThe following request, sent
ards, Jerry Ausband, Teddy
recently to the administration
Holt, and Harry Ryttenberg.
Applications for work the of the college through the Dean
Robert Morrison, Winthrop
of Student Affairs, is one of th«
professor of journalism, will next school year as dormitory
most important steps taken to
counselors
and
dining
hall
waitdeliver the principal address at
date by this group:
the 4 p. m. opening session. The ers should be turned in to Mr.
Rimmer in the student center
"We, the undersigned, after
welcome will be given by Asso
information room, or to Mr. due and careful consideration,
ciation
President
Judy
Wilder,
out their vigorous campaign of having yellow
Dean of Student Affairs Walter Cox is presentFields in the dining half not believe that the advent of Naof Columbia College.
ed with one of the lovely yellow posts now posts everywhere.
decorating the campus by Jimmy Humphries, The Pershing Rifle drill platoon poses with the
Six discussion groups will be later than Friday, April 29. This tional Fraternities to the campus
two trophies that they won at the Cherry Blospresident of the student body, at the banquet
held Saturday morning. Lead- applies to all presently enrolled of Clemson College, would add
students, including those now on a symmetrical culture, a fraduring the recent student government convensom Festival in Washington, D. C. last week.
ers will be Patsy Penney of the
ternal communion among tht
tion. Humphries was representing the Office The platoon won first place in the parade and University of South Carolina; a waiting list in either office.
of Dig More Post Holes Hourly and carrying first place in the precision drill competition.
Students desiring either types students of this great institution
Roger Yike of Clemson; Carolyn
McClung of Carolina; Al Mc- of part time work while attend and would create a brotherhood
Neely of Furman; Lee Kelce of ing Clemson next year should of men, whose ideals and beliefs
The Citadel; and Judy Wilder of file an application in the Stu- are those of modern civilization
dent Aid and Placement office. and essential to the welfare of
Columbia College. .
The business meeting for the These applications may be re- Clemson students.
It is our understanding and
election of officers will be held quired for students to receive
at 2:00 p. m. Saturday. The special class schaduling privi- belief that, contrary to a few
The Tiger Brotherhood present officers are Judy Wild- leges during registration, be- mistaken impressions, social
fraternities are founded and
has announced that the er, president; Earl Short, The ginning next September.
A single student application based on a firm belief in God
Citadel, vice-president; Patsy
Clemson Mother of the Year Penny, recording secretary; form for all types of financial and constituted authority of our
will be selected in the near Nancy Dubard of Winthrop, cor- assistance is now being used nation, state, and college.
Furthermore it is our belief
future. As there will be no responding secretary; and Roger throughout the college. Appli- that
Fraternities recognize, pracYike, of Clemson, treasurer.
cations submitted for scholarMothers Day Parade this Winthrop President Henry R. ships, or as dormitory counselors tice and teach certain standard!
Students of the engineeryear, an appropriate time Sims will give the welcome ad- and dining hall waiters may be of attainment and gentlemanly
ing and architecture schools! I &.HEm>J!•*-■**A..^«. for the presentation will be dress ft the banquet Saturday taken to the Student Aid and conduct.
As students of Clemson we ar«
niiht in the Andrew Jackson Placement office. In this way,
announced at a later date.
aware of certain problems of a
students
may
request
consideraHotel.
New
officers
will
be
inClemson Engineering Fair
and
presentation of tion now for help that may be- social nature that could be alAny Clemson student or stalled
on April 21 and 22 in Riggs
faculty member is eligible to awards will be made at this come available during the sum- leviated by social Fraternities.
mer vacation, or in the coming While at the moment the housHall, Olin Hall, and the Contributions to the loan fund submit nominations; it is re- time.
school year. Application forms ing situation is not critical at
quested
that
a
resume
of
the
Shop Building.
by dormitory students are commay be secured from any of Clemson it is certain to be in
nominees' life accompany any
The Fair will be open from ing in well, it was announced recommendation and that her
the near future.
the above mentioned offices.
2-9 p. m. on Saturday and 2-8 recently by the Student Gov- qualifications also be stated.
Now therefore be it resolved
p. m. on Sunday.
that the Dean of Men request
ernment; however, the job of Other pertinent information,
of the President and the Board
William E. Leitner is chaircanvassing all the dormitory such as that concerning her
of Trustees permission to allow
man of the coordinating comfamily, friends, etc., will also
rooms has not yet been comsocial fraternities to establish.
A three-day, three-stop edu
be appreciated.
mittee with Tom Weber and
themselves on our great campus.
pleted. It is expected that the
cational
tour
in
two
states
was
Tom Godfrey in charge of the
Nominations must be in by
Respectfully submitted:
task will be finished in the near
A>eril 28, and are to be submit- completed Saturday by a group
O. H. McDaniel, Jr., Bruce C.
Ceramic Engineering exhibits,
Robert R. Slaymaker, profuture, and an announcement ted to Joe Bowen, room F-101, of Clemson agronomy students
fessor of machine design at the Cannon, Laurice F. Rhem, III,
Jack Day and D. E. B. Sanders
and
professors.
The
three
will be made at a later date as Box 2358. or to Gene Metz,
Case Institute of Technology and George W. Arnot, Jr., Mac Henrepresenting the civil engiRoom B-624, Boxx 2323. They nlaces visited by the grouo were consultant for the Cleveland
to the amount received..
(Continued on Page 5)
the Liggett - Myers Tobacco
neering exhibits, Fred McNatt
The money is being deposited also may be given to any mem- Companv in Durham, N. C, the Graphite Bronze Company, will
the chemistry, and John Butt
ber of Tiger Brotherhood. It is
in the loan fund immediately
Hopewell
Nitrogen
Fixation address a joint meeting of the
urged that a large number of
the chemical engineering.
upon receipt, in order that the nominations be submitted for Plant at Hopewell, Va., and the ASME and SAE in the Olin
Also, Paul Hagen, representagronomy department of North Hall auditorium at 6:30 p. m.,
ing the electrical engineering student body may receive the this honor as soon as possible.
Carolina
State College in Ral- Tuesday, April 17. Mr. SlayThe Brotherhood elected offiexhibits; Bill Mosely industrial full benefit of the increased
eigh.
Enroute the tour
in- maker's subiect will be "Don't
engineering; George Townsend lending power as soon as pos cers for the coming year. They cluded observations of crops Lose Your Bearings" and his
are:
Joe
Taylor,
industrial
man-j
and Herbert Gidson the mechan- sible.
speech will include information
agement junior from Arlington, ?r>d soils in the Carolinas and on lubrication and sleeve-bear- "Dial 'M' For Murder", by Fredical engineering; and Wes Sumerick Knott, will be presented
Virginia.
The
Student Loan Fund, Virginia, president; Hugh Mcmers the architecture.
The group was accompanied ing manufacture together with by the Clemson Little Theatr*
which
was
begun
several
years
Laurin,
animal
husbandry
sophIn charge of the program
by Dr. C. M. Jones and Dr. G. some interesting field experien- Wednesday, Thursday and Friis John Butt, of publicity Don ago with a balance of approxi omore from Sumter, vice presi- R. Craddock of the agronomy ces.
day, April 11, 12, and 13, at 8
Hill, and of reception Laurens mately $600 contributed volun dent; Carl Lewis, agricultural deoartment at Clemson.
Professor Slaymaker is the p. m. in the Plant and Animal
tarily by Clemson students, is economics sophomore from MulWilson.
The students who made the author of Bearing Lubrication Science Building Auditorium of
The first Engineering-Archi- for the use of any regularly-en lins, secretary; Jim Coleman, tour were William C. Dailey, Analysis and many technical the new agriculture center.
manufacturing
junior
tecture Fair was held in the rolled student who gets in a fi textile
The presentation will be dipresident of the Agronomy Club, papers and is an acknowledged
spring of 1932 and was so suc- nancial pinch: students can bor- from Anderson, treasurer.
of Andrews; David H. Bryant authority in the bearing field. rected by Mrs. Rhett Ravenel
row
up
to
$10
free
of
charge
and
cessful that it was presented
and Robert L. Stephens of Dil His work has been given na- and produced by Mrs. Walter
again the following year; it has take up to a month to repay
Ion; Wendell O. Brown, of An- tional recognition by both the Lowry. Professor Robert Ware,
been a bi-annual affair since that the loan.
drews; James F. Bullock, Jr. ASME and the National Machine of the school of agriculture, will
time.
The last Fair was in
Since the recent reorganiza
be in charge of the set.
of Florence; Bruce W. Byrd, Jr. Tool Builders Association.
1954.
tion of the Student Loan Fund,
The cast will include Jack
Professor
Slaymaker
was
of Hartsville; Travis A. Dudley
there have been few times that
of Gallivants Ferry; John M. graduated from the University MacKenzie, instructor in Engthe turnover of the funds was
Gause, of Coward; Talbert R. of Nebraska in 1925 with a B. lish, as 'Tony', the husband;
A one-hour television show Gerald, of Loris; and Donald R. S. degree in mechanical engi- Robbie Rennerfeldt, as 'Margot',
not such that someone
was
waiting for a loan as soon as spotlighting Clemson College, Gowan, of Inman.
neering. He received an M. S. the wife; John Hunter, assistant
another was repaid. By this it Oconee and Pickens counties is
Also, John D. Hicks, of Ef- degree from Iowa State College professor of civil engineering,
A report of the donations to was easy to see the need for a being planned under the spon- fingham; Franklin Hiers, of in 1932. After industrial ex- as 'Lesgate', the villian; Malcolm
of Skove, student from Clemson, as
the Event Board Fund was larger fund, and the Student sorship of the Clemson sopho- Ehrhardf, Charles D. Johnson, perience with a number
of Conway; Sam D. Key, and companies he joined the faculty 'Inspector', and Duane Rennerheard at a recent meeting of the Government appreciates the ex- more class.
Columbia; of Southern Methodist Univer- feldt, student from Clemson, as
Sophomore "Y" Council.
The cellent cooperation that the stuTo be presented live by John Roberts of
'Max', the American friend.
Event Board, which will be dents are showing in the form of WFBC-TV (Greenville) Sun- Tony M. Mishoe, of Tabor City,
(Continued on Page 5)
placed on the Loggia for the ben- donations to the fund.
day, May 20, the program N. C; Elias W. Nettles, III, of
efit of students, is a campus
FINANCIAL STATEMENT
will feature the finest per- Sumter; Benjamin L. Norwood,
project which was suggested by
formers in the two counties. of McBee; Dale William Player,
CENTRAL DANCE ASSOCIATION
the Sophomore "Y" Council, and
The participants will be se- o fElliot; Vergil A. Rogers, of
SPRING HOP SERIES
is being implemented through
lected by auditions. It is part Abbeville; James D. Squires, of
the Council of Club Presidents.
March 16 and 17, 1956
of a 13-program series to be Aynor; Leroy A. Wallace, Jr., of
Also at this meeting three new
offered by the Greenville sta- Cades; and Elbridge J. Wright,
RECEIPTS
members were received, raising
tion on a weekly basis. The Jr., of Belton.
Ticket
Sales
the total membership in the
winners of the weekly shows
$204.00
51 Block (Friday & Saturday) at 4.00
Council to twenty-seven. The
Sixty students and nine facul- will compete for a top prize
new members are Paul Holmes, ty advisors from three depart- of S500 in a grand finale pre66.00
33 Friday night
at 2.00
Jimmy Petty, and Tommy Camp- ments of the Clemson College sentation.
402.50
161
Saturday
night
at
2.50
bell.
agricultural school were guests
Private auditions for Clem_$672 50
Total Ticket Sales .
—
The vesper program at the
The Sophomore "Y" Council of the Ralston-Purina Company son - Oconee - Pickens program
. 15.00
has contributed twenty dollars last Friday in a one-day pro- will be held in the Clemson Col- YMCA this Sunday night, April
Block "C"
15, will be pressented by a de(tentatively) toward the erec- fram at the Gainesville, Ga. lege Chapel
_ 15.00
Photography
(Tillman Hall)
putation of students from the
tion of the Event Board; the fol- subsidiary plant.
Tuesday, April 24 at 6:30 p. m. University of Tennessee. This
_$702.50
Total Receipts
lowing organizations have conThursday, May 3 at 8:00 p. program will begin at 6:15, preThe program was arranged by
DISBURSEMENTS
tributed the two dollars that was
Herbert A. Grafff, member of m., a public showing will be ceded by the showing of a few
asked of each club: Clemson 4-H
$550.00
Orchestra—JUNGALEERS
the company's education de- held in the college chapel of the short movie reels and/or carClub, Presbyterian Student As61.84
best
30
acts
of
singing,
dancing,
Federal Admission Taxes
partment, and will include a
toons.
sociation, American Society of
visit to milling facilities and a instrument music and other
25.38
The vesper program last Sun- Photographs
Civil Engineers, YMCA Cabinet,
behind-the-scenes view of feed forms of entertainment.
day night was presented by Labor—moving dining hall chairs, tables — 56.83
Luthran Student Association,
manufacturing problems.
The auditions open to non- Rev. E. D. Stockman, pastor of
American Society of Mechanical
10.04
————
feature the Clemson Luthern Church, Decorations
Clemson faculty who will su- professionals, will
Engineers, Block and Bridle
14.82
Refreshments
Club, Future Teachers of Amer- pervise the visit are Dean M. three age groups: through 12 who spoke on "Looking Beneath
29.40
ica, Agricultural Economics D. Farrar, D. L. Handlin, W. C. years of age; a 13-19 age the Surface of a Campus Wit- Printing tickets, placards, etc.
group; and 20-year-olds and ness".
Club, Junior "Y" Council, Tiger Godley and R. F. Wheeler of
The Clemson YMCA plans to
Brotherhood,
Baptist Student the animal husbandry depart- up. Ten acts from each age
.$748.31
Total Disbursements
Union, Senior "Y" Council, ment; C. L. Morgan and J. B. group will be picked for the send a ieputation group to the
University
of
South
Carolina
May
3rd
public
show.
From
Cooper
of
the
poultry
departFreshman "Y" Council, Phi Eta
these will be chosen nine acts, and to Winthrop College to pre-$(45.81)
Sigma, Blue Notes, Alpha Tau j ment, and J. P. LaMaster, B. E
LOSS
Zeta, Alpha Zeta, American So- Goodale and W. A. King of the three from each age group, to sent the programs there on SunTicket
stubs
and
unsold
tickets
tallied.
day, April 22.
(Continued on Page 5)
(Continued en Page 5)
'dairy department.

Applications For
School Jobs Must
Be Turned in Soon

Tiger Brotherhood Will Select Mother Of
The Yeor Scon; New Officers Are Selected
Clemson Engineering Fair
On April 22 In Riggs Hall

will present the bi-annual! 10811 hmCllmprOYeS,

More Cash Needed

Agronomy Club
Pnds Three-Day
Tour Saturday

Little Theatre
Presents, 'Dial
'M' for Muder'

Auditions for TV
Sponsored Bv
Sophomore Class

Donations For
Event Board

Students Visit
Ralston-Purina
Comoonv Friday

Vesoer Program
AtYMCASundav

Miss Ginger Durham will be one of th feature acts in the Junior
Follies which will be presented tonight by the Junior Class in the
Field House at 8:00 o'cloek. Miss Durham's most recent engagement at Clemson was as vocalist with the Jungaleers at the
Spring Hop.

Slaymaker Address
Joint Meeting

Page 2
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Think, Evaluate and Decide

IT'S.... &ETT1I
TO
£ V £N
HAVS.

JU% . POINT : Wl4£Rr
I Ml

1UITH the Student Government elections next week, the
series of student elections will begin for 1956. Elections of class officers and representatives will be held
following the selection of the officers for the student government and the Senior Council.
Now is the time for you, as a student, to begin thinking
of the officers you want to represent you for the next
school year. The men that you select will be your intermediaries with the administration of the college, and
thus the direction of the student body during 1956 and
1957 depends directly on you. A wise choice now may
save headaches later and may prove an invaluable benefit to you and the whole student body in the year ahead.
The only way to make a wise choice of leaders is to
take an active interest in the campaigns that will be
waged within the next few weeks. Get to know the candidates personally, if you don't already; if some man
misses you in his canvassing for votes, look him up and
ask him what he plans to do for the students if he is elected.
In the past the campus politician has been the butt of
many jokes. If you look into the job that these politicians do for the student body, you'll have a better appreciation of their worth to the campus. There are many
things that the student body wants and needs which can
only be obtained through hard-working leaders who have
been elected to the student offices.
Be sure your ballots are cast in the elections ahead.
Think, evaluate, decide ... and VOTE!!!

T-<

'RITt

MV

I

"'D'ON'T

TALK OF THE TOWN

Pi

Two Concerts On One Ticket; Attendance
«—>--»—~f

*&:
I11

To a student of noise, the concert was
perhaps the best that has been presented
this year. To the person interested in
operatic singing, there were some notes
that filtered through the uproar to make
the evening worthwhile. To the student
not entirely sold on listening to singing
as a good form of entertainment, the evening was probably an experience that
would strongly blight any curiosity he
might have about the art form.

Name
Street
Clemson, S. C.

DON'T GET ME WRONG, BUT .

Box 3567

Roll Out The Red Carpet; Should We
Or Shouldn't We; Don't Forget To vote

College Station
Rate—$2.00 a year
Send to:

CIRCULATION MANAGER

City

On Campus

with
MaxQrrakan

(Author of "Barefoot Boy With Chttk," *te.)

HOW TO BE A THUMPING BIG SUCCESS
ON CAMPUS
While up in the attic last week hiding from a bill collector I
came across a letter, yellow now with age, that dear old Dad had
sent me when I was a freshman. I read the letter again and
recalled, with many a sigh and not a few tears, what an inspiration it had been to me back in my freshman days. I reproduce it
below in the hope that it may light your way as it did mine.
"Dear Son, (Dad always called me Son. This was short for
Sonnenberg, which was originally my first name. I later traded
it with a man named Max. He threw in two outfielders and a lefthanded pitcher... But I digress.)
"Dear Son, (Dad wrote)
"I suppose you are finding college very big and bewildering,
and maybe a little frightening too. Well, it heed not be that
way if you will follow a few simple rules.
"First of all, if you have any problems, take them to your
teachers. They want to help you. That's what they are there for.
Perhaps they do seem rather aloof and forbidding, but that is
only because they are so busy. You Will find your teachers warm
as toast and friendly as pups if you will call on them at an hour
when they are not overly busy. Four a.m., for instance.
"Second, learn to budget your time. What with classes, activities, studying, and social life all competing for your time, it is
easy to fall into sloppy habits. You must set up a rigid schedule
and stick to it. Remember, there are only 24 hours in a day.
Three of these hours are spent in class. For every hour in class,
you must, of course, spend two hours studying. So there go six
more hours. Then, as everyone knows, for every hour of studying, you must spend two hours sleeping. That accounts for another twelve hours. Then there are meals-two hours each for
breakfast and lunch, three hours for dinner. Never forget, Sonnenberg, you must chew each mouthful 288 times. You show
me a backward student, and I'll show you a man who bolts
his food.
"But college is more than just sleeping, eating, and studying.
There are also many interesting and broadening activities, and
you would be cheating yourself if you neglected them. You'll
want to give at least an hour a day to the campus newspaper and
yearbook, and, of course, another hour each to the dramatic and
music clubs. And let's say a total of three hours daily to the
stamp club, the foreign affairs club, and the debating society.
Then, of course, a couple of hours for fencing and bird-walking,
a couple more for square dancing and basket weaving, and one
or two for cribbage and ice-sculpturing.

By CHARLES SANDERS
could be persuaded to attend concerts,
TWO CONCERTS ON ONE TICKET
perhaps
even regularly, if they were handThe few students who braved the rain
to attend the concert last week were pre- ed a little "Motivation" in the form of
sented with a dual performance. In the interesting programs. The number of
front of the hall, George London held these students would be sufficient to proforth to the solitary accompaniment of vide a large audience for the concert performances.
the grand piano. From the rear of the
concert hall came the light and springAnd now to our second point, giving the
like chorus of about six sparrows, chirp- fence-sitters something to go for. It is
ingly protesting the disturbance that had
true that operatic singing is culture, of
roused them from their slumbers among
one of the highest forms. But how many
the Field House rafters.
And in the
students are interested in it? This form
background the rain drummed on the tarof art is one that just does not appeal to
paper, providing a dull but steady foun- the average student. With this fact in
dation for the acoustical confusion renmind, would it not be better to schedule
dered by the singers within the building.
more orchestra or band concerts which the

By ROGER YIKE
useful than that. More than one fourth
ROLL OUT THE RED CARPET
of college undergraduates and 83 per cent
The red carpet should be rolled out and
of
student leaders on campuses are memblue ribbons awarded to the Pershing
bers of socal fraternities."
Rifles for their outstanding accomplishSince World War II, there has been a
ments at Washington. The showing they
movement away from 'anti-others' fratermade at the Cherry Blossom Festival certainly brought a considerable amount of nities . . . and there are now only seven
men's fraternities and one women's fraprestige and honor to Clemson and this
ternity which still retain restrictive
never hurts a college. Another outstandclauses
in their charters."
ing feature is that the platoon came out
Dr.
Lee
said the three main problems of
ahead of another outfit from another
social
fraternities
are scholarship, hell
South Carolina college and this was cerweek,
and
discrimination.
He offered four
tainly fine.
ways
to
compete
with
the
problems of
The Pershing Rifles should receive a
discrimination.
blue ribbon for another accomplishment
All discriminatory clauses and "gentlethat hasn't been mentioned but certainly
men's
agreements" should be eliminated.
should be. The expenses for the trip were
The
rushing
system should be modified
paid by the individual members of the
so
as
many
different
fraternities have a
platoon and they receved absolutely nothchance to pledge a man. The final selecing from the college. The PR's should be
tion should be made on the basis of such
complimented for using their money to
things
as common interests. There should
bring honor and prestige to Clemson. It
be a limit to the size of fraternities on any
is humorous at times to think that the Ofone campus, so that each are put on the
fice of Dig More Holes Daily can scamper
same competitive basis. Provide memberaround with yellow posts, yellow paint,
ship for all students whowant to belong
and little white signs (which cost money)
to a fraternity, even if it means drawing
marring the appearance of our college and
straws for the last ten pledges.
organizations that take trips which bring
What do you think? Are you for 'em
Clemson before the public aren't allowed
or agen 'em?
Express your opinion
some expense money.
through "Letters to Tom Clemson." (NothSHOULD WE OR SHOULDN'T WE . ..
ing like a plug for copy). There are some
The fraternity has hit the campus. Plans
good ones this week. Be sure to read
are being made to have a fraternity soon them.
and only time will tell what the outcome DON'T FORGET TO VOTE
will be. The following are some stateTo have a bigger and better student
ments made by Dr. Alfred McClung Lee,
government, the students have to get out
noted sociologist, has to say about frater- and vote for the candidates of their choice.
nities:
We had the top student government in the
"Social fraternities can't be written off
state this year.. Let's see that we do the
as trivial fringe activities. They are more
same next year..

The London concert and the poor attendance thereat is an unfortunate example that amply illustrates three
things which we believe to be wrong
with the concert series as now presented. In order, they are poor attendance,
uninteresting programs, and poor facilities for the presentation of concerts.
At first glance this last statement appears to be a blanket condemnation of
the student body, the administration,
and the college; it is not, and we shall
add a few qualifing paragraphs to point
out what we mean.
There has been, there is now, and there
probably always will be a problem of the
student who just does not "give a damn"
about concerts. He would attend concerts
only if performances were in his own
room, and even then there is the strong
likelihood he would not hear them because he'd be down the hall talking to
someone, as usual. For this individual
there is no hope, and he is better forgotten.
However, there are in college a
number of students coming under the
classification of "mug-wumps," or those
who are on the fence. These students

students would attend and enjoy rather
than performances which, though admittedly "cultural", would be left cold in th*
Field House?
On this score, we might add that the
concert-scheduling committee is limited somewhat by what is available, and
often make choices which do not appear too attractive, but which represent
the best there is. An effort was maae
to have Dave Brubeck in next year's
program, but he could not be scheduled
that far in advance. It would be a help
to the concert committee if students
would make known a few of their desires as far as concerts go; this might
be a step toward obtaining more student-backed programs.
With faint hope we approach the last
item in suggested improvements of the
concert program. We are well aware that
there is no extra building money available, that "the attendance at present does
not justify building" and that there are
other greater campus needs in many opinions—BUT, we need an auditorium. An
auditorium in which the birds do not
sing (except when bid to do so, on stage),
through which the rainy winds do not
blow, in which there are soft seats for
everyone, and one which offers facilities
to adequately accommodate the fine performers who visit our college. Are there
any alumni or organizations to help us
out?
WEEKLY NEWS FROM VIET NAM
Lai Tat Don say, "Is not improper to
kiss hand of girl, but is decidedly out of
place."

DISC-O-PATION
By Maek McDaniel

Anything new, unless it is ob- but you stand there leaning on tional Pasodobles and fanfare.
vious or trite, is accepted with the piano, smoking a last ciga- The album includes a book of 24
a great deal of reluctance and rette and sipping a last drink,
criticism. This problem will be while you listen to the guy at full color illustrations from fafaced by Capitol in the sale of the keyboard and the gal with mous bullfight posters with full
explanation in English and
one of the finest recordings that the voice making music.
they have released. The name The Audio Fidelity label has Spanish of an afternoon at the
is Duet and its by Stan Kenton released a few recordings that bullfights.
and June Christy. In contrast are a bit on the unusual side. Witch Doctors please note.
to most bandleaders who put They include The Talbot Broth- Electra's fabulous recording of
themselves in the limelight with ers in an informal bermuda Jean Leon Destine is tailor made
their own playing, Kenton has Calypso party, Bawdy Songs and for special rituals. It is terrifybeen very modest concerning Backroom Ballads, and Trinidad ingly hi-fi and guaranteed to
his musicianship. This is an op Steel Band (scintillating rhy- stand your hair on end.
portunity to hear him as the thms of the tropics from tuned For those who are just starting
great musician that he is. Noth- 55 gallon steel drumheads!) a collection and wish to be very
ing is missing from this album. Their finest album is a beauti- conventional and conservative
The addition of drums or bass fully packaged 12" LP called in their selection of records, this
would spoil the effect. The total The Brave Bulls. La Fiesta Bra is a must: The Singing Gods.
effect is unexpected, ingenuous va. It is music of the bullfight Drum Rhythms of Cuba, Haiti
By Neil Phillips
and refreshing.
ring featuring the Banda , Tau- and Brazil. The sound is so
Assistant Student Chaplain
It is not expected that the rina of the Plaza Mexico, the real and has such presence that
majority will like or understand world's largest bullfight arena you will imagine that the vooHAVE YOU FULLY CONSIDERED
William Carey, a famous missionary, this album. It is for those who and a high fidelity presentation doo drummers are in the room
"Finally, we come to the most important part of each day—what YOUR VOCATION?
stated that every Christian has the same prefer the small hours of the of the complete musical back- with you. This is absolutely the
I call 'The Quiet Time.' This is a period in which you renew
night after the party has broken ground of an afternoon at the greatest recording of native
Young people are perhaps more conoccupation, that of serving God, even up.
yourself-just relax and think green thoughts and smoke Philip
You should be leaving too, | bull-fights including the tradi- dr^jm rhythms.
cerned today than ever before over the though he may finance it in many differMorris Cigarettes.
choice of their life's vocation, and yet ev- ent ways. In widening this thought we
ery Clemson graduating class contains may say that every man has two callings;
those who are undecided, disturbed, and first, that of salvation, and second, that
confused. Records bear out that many of serving God.
college students must reconsider several
When calling upon different persons to
times before finding happiness and conanswer the question, "Why am I here?",
tentment in their work. Over 50% of all we receive quite different answers in ev«W« JtMrs For Jm^Chm—n A A AT?
men in Who's Who In America have tried ery casei For example, should a minister
from one to four occupations before they be approached with this question a probaMember South Carolina Collegiate Pre* Association
found the one in which they were most ble answer would be, "I felt God's call to
Member
of Intercollegiate Pr*ss and Associated Collegiate Press
successful.
follow Him by entering the ministry." Founded by the Class of 1907 and published weekly during the school year by students of Clemson
The problem of selection grows more
On the other hand, a young engineering College.
difficult yearly because of more specialstudent might give the answer, "My un- THE TIGER is South Carolina's oldest college newspaper. Its claim, "The South's most Interesting College Newspaper," is based on circulation, comments, and general attitude of those who
ization and also because of expense recle can get me a job with Westinghouse read it.
quired in preparation. Once a large mawhen I graduate."
"Why Philip Morris? because they are the natural comple- jority of Americans were farmers, and in
Two different answers in wording, but
ROGER YIKE Editor
ment to an active life; they are gentle, they are benign, they many other cases young people tended to
these
words congeal to the same thing.
Harry Ryttenburg, Exchange Editor
Bill Hood, Business Manager
are tranquil, they are a treat to the tired, a boon to the spent, a adhere to the European system of followThey revert to the important question
Jay McBrion, Capy Editor
Dick Edgeworth, Advertising Manager
haven to the storm-tossed. That's why.
ing in their father's occupation.
Louis Jordan, Sports Editor
"Well, Sonnenberg, I guess that's about all. Your mother sends
Sports
Reporters—Jerry Ausbaad,
that
we
must
ask
ourselves.
"What
do
I
Now we find ourselves attracted to
Charles Sanders, Managing Editor
her love. She has just finished putting up rather a large batch
want
out
of
Life?".
of pickles-in fact, 350,000 jars. I told her that with you away many new and different fields, and there
Roger Yike, Columnist
News Reporters, Bill Hudson, Charlie Spencer
In answering this question we then
Cliff Arbery, Cartoonist
at school, we would not need so many, but lovable old Mother is less appeal for the so-called "inherited"
Advertising Staff—Skeeter Butler, Fletcher
must decide upon what should be placed
is such a creature of habit that though I hit her quite hard vocations; therefore, it is well that we
Martin, Lee Rhyne, James Lea, Walter Lubkia
Bill Binniker, Circulation Manager
several times, she insisted on going ahead.
Circulation Staff—Val Forgett
consider fully this most important ques- first in importance when we consider our
Your ever lovin'
life's work.
tion.
,
Entered as second class matter at the Post Office, Clemson, S. C.
Dad."
Subscription Rate, $2.00.
Have you asked yourself what you want
First, let us consider the hebulus phrase
©Mai Shulman. list
Represented by National Advertisers Service, 420 Madison Ave., New York, N. Y.
out
of
life?
If
so,
where
do
you
stand?
"the
Will
of
God".
Among
young
Chris'Advice to freshmen U not the business of the makers of Philip
Box 3567, Clemson, S. C.
Office Phone 247
Morris, sponsors of this column. But cigarettes for freshmen is. Also
If not, why don't you consider this ques- John D. Lane
tians today this question is indeed perti—
Faculty Adviser
cigarettes for upperclassmen, graduate students, profs, deans, and
tion—regardless of your status at the John W. Califf
nent, "What is the Will of God for my
everybody else who enjoys a gentle, modern smoke. We mean Philip
—— Clemson News Bureau
Morris, of corris!
present time.
Bob Bradley
—
Athletic Publicity
life?".
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Letters to Tom Clemson

'

'

Dear Tom,
How chivalrous Clemson men
are! In past letters to you, we
noticed that the students have
been able to criticize the numerous facilities your disciples have
provided us with, but seldom
mentioned are the faults of the
students. Are we the "Country
Gentlemen" we claim to be? I
charge that Clemson has two
factors of gentlemen — The
"Country gentlemen" and the
bavarian gentleman.
Past incidents at Clemson
magnified by an incident last
week in the dining hall prove
that Clemson has a faction
■which cannot restrain its excitement when they are confronted with a member (or
members) of our more civilized
faction's - fairer sex. What is
the reason for this display of
poor breeding?
Very often a person will react
with dumbfoundedness when he
fc faced with a strange experience, but such a display of
violence is disturbingly tinexplainable to us.
Though many requests have
been made to clean up the beautiful "Hill" which you have left
for us, the distastefulness of the
absurd landscaping of the "Hill"
is not nearly so detrimental to
the reputation of Clemson as
the persistent gaping and oral
utterances emitted upon the
perception of any member of the
fairer sex by the before mentioned factors of boors.
In hopes that our characters
will never fall to such low moral
levels and that we may never be
considered participants, we remain—
Lance Williams, 56
Laurice Rhem, '58
H. W. Middleton, '58
Pear Tom,
There has been a good deal of
discussion on campus concerning fraternities. From what I
gather, the students want fraternities, the fraternities want to
come to Clemson, and the administration is against fraternities, either on the basis that the
students are not yet ready for
fraternities or that Clemson is
better off without them. Now,
I have no ideaa to what extent
the administration has had experience with fraternities, but I
am aware to what extent fraternities have been attacked by
national publications, and _ by
some religious organizations
Most attacks against them attack some vague connotations of
immorality and "undemocratic
ideals" to the very word fraternity, but these connotations
have absolutely no foundation
in truth, and I have yet to see
any valid argument against fraternities.
The idea that Clemson is not
ready for fraternities completely escapes me. What is meant
by "being ready?" What constitutes "being ready?" Certainly, if the Clemson student is
not mature enough to meet the
social demands of fraternity life,
he is not mature enough to meet
the demands of higher education.
Now the question that must
naturally arise is, "Will fraternities do anything to help Clemson?" I would like to say that,
after a year of association with
a fraternity, I think they would
tremendously raise the cultural
and social standards of Clemson students. Now, I have always been very pleased, and
quite justifiably so, in the high
academic standards of Clemson College; I have never felt
justified in bragging about the
demeanor of Clemson's students.
I have seen evidence that the
existance of fraternities on
campus would
change this
Without, in any way, hurting the
academic program.
Occasionally, I have heard
that this change or that change
will hurt the good name of
Clemson. Have fraternities hurt
the good names of Cornell University, the University of North
Carolina, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, etc., etc.?
I would like to urge that
Clemson take a serious interest
in fraternities. When I am
sending a son to college I will
ask two questions, "Does the
school have high academic
standards?" and "Will he have
the opportunity to join a fraternity?" If either answer is no,
I Will urge him not to go.
Sincerely,
Howard Cook, *56
Dear Tom,
Last week the Pershing Rifles
returned to Clemson after a
very successful trip to Washington, D. C, where they participated in the Cherry Blossom
Festival. By winning first place
In two contests—the best marching unit in the parade and the
precision drill competition—the
P. R.'s gave Clemson national
recognition. It would be difficult to estimate just how,much
free publicity Clemson received
through the P. R.'s efforts and
hard work. Yet, Tom, the college did not in any way help
these boys out financially. The
expenses for staying in Washington for a week and the $400.00
for the bus were borne entirely
by the members of the platoon.
Not too long ago the Senior
Platoon made their annual trip
to New Orleans, to drill in the
Mardi Gras parade. All along
the parade route which is 7%

Page S
King) Erwin better get his Drake is in the class with Rusty
brownie points in while he can (Kid) Langley. He (Oscar)
because he (Erwin) is headed thinks they should get engaged;
for a great fall.
they could dig behind each
—OSCAR SAYS—
other's ears.
—OSCAR SAYS—
that if Gene (Redman) Brown
thinks he has snowed a few wo- that Bill (Drummer) Campbell
men around here, he better think
is better-known every day. He
twice, they're just trying to be
(Oscar) hears he can't even go
nice to dumb animals.
in the crumiest joint in town
—OSCAR SAYS—
without getting thrown out. But
then
he (Campbell) learned from
that Ed (Pinky) Patrick has
been mighty quiet lately. He Bill (Garbo) Neely.
(Patrick) had enough of cello—OSCAR SAYS—
phane pants during Spring Hop
that he (Oscar) wants to see
to last him a lifetime .
some girls in this Junior Follies.
—OSCAR SAYS—
No talent, just girls.
that he (Oscar) is glad we're
—OSCAR SAYS—
having Billy May for Jr.-Sr. He
(Oscar) says he is the best that Preston (Politian) Stokes
we've ever had.
will be ugliest person ever to
hold office on this campus. He
—OSCAR SAYS—
(Oscar) likes you though, you
that Johnny (Youngster) damn Geechie.

miles long, you can hear con- democratic in practice. Fraternstant remarks that Clemson Col- ities are self governed organizalege must be a fine school to tions with faculty and national
have a drill unit such as this. guidance. Control boards are
People who have never heard of sent regularly from the national
Clemson before have heard of offices to counsel and guide the
the Senior Platoon and Pershing various chapters across the naRifles FROM Clemson. The tions.
Other arguments are that fratraveling expenses to New Orleans and back totaled $750.00. ternities are too expensive for
that Rachel (the Mouth) Cole Rhett (Cocky) Roman get in a
This doesn't include meals and the average Clemson student. is staying off the campus lately. fight. A battle of the runts
This,
also,
is
misinformation.
A
a place to stay. Of this amount
the college furnished $400.00 nation wide survey was made on Thanks, Repulsive, we're tired would be hilarious.
which we greatly needed and the differences in living costs of looking at you anyway.
—OSCAR SAYS—
appreciated, but taking all of for non-fraternity members and
—OtSCAR 8AY8—
that
it
would
probably be onefraternity
members.
The
difthe other expenses into considerference was that fraternity that he (Oscar) thinks that sided because he (Martin) would
ation it wasn't much.
Don't let me give you the members. The difference was Dogran (the Monkey) Wilson will get his stooge Bill (Columbia
wrong impression Tom, I am that fraternity members paid ap- have to go to the zoo to get a Creed) Dunn to help him.
sure anyone can realize that the proximately seven dollars more date for Jr.-Sr.
—OSCAR SAYS—
college is in a financial pinch monthly than did non-members.
-OSCAR
SAYS—
that Bobby (Freshman Snow
with all of the new buildings There is another factor to conthat Johnny (Cocky) Drake is
and improvements, but the way sider in the financial end of
money is spent around this fraternities which is the money not only sickening, but repulsive
school almost amuses me at a fraternity man saves. Sup- as hell.
times. Over the period of a year pose, for instance, that Clemson
—OSCAR SAYS—
it costs approximately $500.00 to played a football game at Georblow the whistle starting and gia Tech in Atlanta and that the
that he (Oscar) hears that
What young people are doing at
ending classes. This used to be boys going to the game planned George (Social Climber) Arnot
accomplished by the ringing of to spend the night in Atlanta. If has been taking lessons from
a bell at the cost of someone they were fraternity members, Bill (Garbo) Neely. O. K., punk,
pulling a rope. I would be they would be welcomed at the I give you the name Garbage
afraid to say just how much the fraternity house of which they Month No. 2.
yellow posts that now decorate were members, where rooms and
—OSCAR SAYS—
our campus cost. I doubt that meals would be furnished.
There are many other ways in
it was any small sum. I'm sure
that since moving out of the
that a great many students have which fraternities will benefit dorms, Lance (Bathless) Wilnever attended one of the con- Clemson College. The shameful liams hasn't gotten a bit of sleep.
certs which are paid for in the conduct of certain Clemson stu O. K. (Mermaid) Hendee, quit
dents displayed in the dining rocking the boat, you aren't in
tuition.
Tom, in my estimation the hall last Friday could have been the water all the time.
purpose of any college or school avoided if fraternities were al—OSCAR SAYS—
is to have high scholastic stand- lowed at our school.
The student body at any
ards and to increase in enrollthat he (Oscar) likes the or
ment. There is no doubt how- school is the reigning power and chestra for Jr-S.. Congratulaever, that the enrollment will if we, we students of Clemson tions, Google-Eyes, you finally
increase. In my opinion a school College, show the administration accomplished something.
Silicones are a new class of man-made chemimust 'continue to receive favor- that we want fraternities and
—OSCAR SAYS—
able publicity if it is to grow. that fraternities will benefit
cals with very unusual properties. Made from
I am sure everyone realizes the Clemson College, by bringing
that Marion (the Converse
sand, they assume the form of rubber, grease,
vast amount of publicity that back student morale, by raising Taxi) Sams must be taking lescan be accredited^ to our football our academic standards and by sons from Blanton. You're a
oil and resin. Under extremes of heat and
team, but only a very few people making Country Gentlemen of bumkin, too. All country boys
cold, the rubber stays rubbery, the oil oily,
us
once
more,
I
am
sure
they
seem to realize the publicity that
go wild when they get in a big
Silicones added to fabrics make them excepcomes as a direct result of ap- will cooperate wholly with us city.
Sincerely,
pearances made by the Senior
tionally water-repellent. Silicone makes
—OSCAR
SAYS—
Smith Chance, '56
Platoon and Pershing Rifles.
waxes
spread easier... paints almost imperTom, it is not all pleasure to
that Ben (Rowdy) Crowder
be a member of one of these
turned musician at the high
vious to weather.
drill teams. Sure, everyone had
school dance. You even look
One of the men responsible for finding new
a good time in New Orleans and
like Liberace.
ways to produce silicone products is 26-yearWashington, but the endless
—OSCAR SAYS—
Professor John D. Lane has
hours of practice preceding these
old Frank V. Summers.
events is a lot of work and sac- been elected president of the
that Sammy (I'm Big) Owens
newly-formed
Clemson
College
rifice. When you drill at six
is really in the clouds over the
Summers' Work Interesting, Important
o'clock in the morning for two Faculty Senate whose constitu- Junior Follies. That's the only
As
process
engineer of the Silicone Products
weeks and then miss a week's tion and by-laws were formally way you can get a girl to look
classes you sometimes wonder if approved recently by the col- at you, punk.
Department, Frank Summers first compares
it's worth it. To many people lege Board of Trustees.
the results of small-scale, pilot-plant experi—OSCAR SAYS—
its not, but to each member of Professor Lane is a native of
ments with the production methods in actual
the platoons its more than worth Darlington County and has been
that he (Oscar) wonders why
it. Why? That's hard to an- a member of Clemson's English they don't make Anderson Coluse. Then, using his own knowledge of
swer. I guess its simply the faculty since the fall of 124.
lege co-ed. Then Bill (Knock
chemical-engineering
principles, he designs
The 24 member Senate, elect, before entering) Voight could
personal satisfaction of knowing
that you've done something ed by the entire academic facul- just stay there AH the time. He's
faster, more efficient and more economical
worth doing and have done it ty group, chose its own officers such a child.
methods of producing silicone products.
well. The Summerall Guard, Professor B. E. Goodale of the
-OSCAR SAYS—
Frank Summers' excellent training, diversiThe Citadel's crack drill team Dairy Department is the vice
that Woody (Skinny) Midwill never live down the fact president and Professor George
fied experience and outstanding personal
that they were beaten by Clem- E. Bair of the English faculty is dleton has bought a cellophane
qualifications make him a valuable contribuson's Sophomore drill team. To secretary.
dinner jacket. We expected it,
tor to this engineering team.
me this is publicity . . . GOOD
In their organizational meet show-off.
PUBLICITY.
ing, the "Senators" drew straws
—OSCAR SAYS—
25,000 College Graduates at General Electric
Tom, if each student would for one, two, or three year
that
Ginger
(Goggle Eyes)
pay an additional $.25 a quarter, terms. Three-year terms were
When Frank Summers came to General
the drill teams would have al- drawn by John D. Lane, B. E Cureton ought to open his eyes
Electric in 1949, he already knew the kind
most $1,500.00 a year to operate Goodale, Thomas A. Campbell, a little wider and maybe he
on, but still this would not cover James L. Edwards, Herman could see what a slob he is. He
of work he wanted to do. Like each of our
their expenses if both platoons McD. Felder, W. Cecil Godley, (Oscar) hears he (Cureton) is
25,000 college-graduate employees, he was
accepted every trip offered them. James H. Langston, Harlan E. stooging for his brother Lynn
(Runt)
Hendricks.
given his chance to grow and realize his full
Why should 90 boys be made to McClure, Gilbert R. Robinson
bear the expenses that Clemson and Frank B. Schirmer.
-OSCAR SAYS—
potential. For General Electric has long beCollege and 3,000 students bene
Two - year terms went to
that Slab ' (Elephant Eears)
lieved this: Whenever fresh young minds are
fit from?
Claude W. Bolen, William C. Robinson must be tired of family
The drill teams are the only Bowen, Champ M. Jones, Ernest life. He (Oscar) hears he is
given the freedom to make progress, everything left of the "Old Clemson". McP. Lander, Charles E. Little trying for a date for Jr.-Sr.
body benefits—the individual, the company,
Everything else, the cadet corps john, Robert W. Moorman, J. through the lonely hearts club.
Mother's Day, and tradition have Lester Thompson and Jack K. Keep it up Daddy Dear a woman
and the country.
long been flushed down the Williams.
with money is better than a wodrain. Why kill the last spark The one-year faculty Sena man with a family anyhow.
Educational Relations, General Electric
of a Clemson that thousands are tors are George I. Bair, J. Gray
—OSCAR BAYS—
Company, Schenictady 5, New York
proud of?
Dinwiddie, Evan A. LaRoche
that he (Oscar) would like to
Thanks, Tom, for this oppor- and James E. Stepp.
tunity to blow off a little steam.
The Academic Faculty will see Frankie (Flash) Martin and
If I am wrong on anything, I approve candidates for degrees,
hope someone will correct me refer to the Faculty Senate for
and if anyone has a reply that investigation and action matters
he will make it known.
effecting the welfare of its
Yours truly,
memebrs and Clemson's poliMarion Sams, Jr. '56 cies, receive reports of Faculty
Senate action, approve new
Dear Tom,
members and act on matters
Since the transition of Clem- brought before It by the Faculty
son College from a military Senate.
school to a civilian student body,
The Faculty Senate is electthere has suddenly appeared a ed by the Academic Faculty
great gaping void in the student group. Each school (Arts and
life. There is not the feeling of Sciences, Engineering, Agriculbelonging, of oneness, that the ture and Textiles) has two
cadet corps provided. The com- members and an additional
petitive spirit between the dif- member for every 12 full-time
ferent companies has become a
thing of the past. The Clemson faculty equivalents.
Standing committees of the
freshman class does not underSenate
are the Executive Comstand the true meaning of being
mittee, Welfare Committee, Ada Clemson Man.
All these things are of an in- missions and Scholarship Comtangible nature, but there is def- mittee, and the Committee on
initely a need for these things Policies.
to be reindoctrinated on the The Senate will meet each
campus of our great institution. month and all meetings except
The remedy for this unfortu- executive sessions are open to
nate situation is, in my opinion, any faculty member who may
social fraternities. Social fra- present any problem or sugternities, contrary to a gross gestion for consideration. The
misconception of many people, Academic Faculty group will
are not a bunch of rowdy "hell- meet prior to each commenceraisers" with a sole purpose of ment and at other times deemed
having a good time, but rather necessary by its chairman, the
they are well organized groups Dean of the College.
of mature men whose objectives
are the teaching and practicing
FANT'S CAMERA i
of etiquette, gentlemanly conSHOP, INC.
duct, fellowship, Christian prinEverything Photographic
;
ciples, social graces and scholar"Between the Banks"
\
ship, i
5 E. Whitner — CA 4-0707!
There are those who will say
Anderson, S. C.
!
that social fraternities are un-

Grate Speaks
On "Operation
Deep Freeze"
Captain Arthur H. Grafe, of
Donaldson Air Force Base, who
participated in the South Pole
Antartic Expedition currently
ir. progress, spoke April 9th, at
8:00 o'clock in the evening on
his experience and participation in operation 'Deep Freeze.'
Captain Grafe is a tactical operations officer at 18th Air
Force Headquarters, charged
with all previous planning of
the Deep Freeze operations as
it affects the Air Force. He has
worked closely with Admiral
Dufek and the Navy planners,
and is responsible for much of
what has already been decided
concerning the 18th Air Force
South Pole airdrop operations.

General Electric

Young chemical
engineer works
on new ways
to make silicones

Senate Elects
Lane President

Your Musical Headquarters

Mary's Record Shop
GREENVILLE, S. C.
23 West Washington Street

526 S. Main Street

When Spring's in the air
you haven't a care,
pleasure rare-have a CAMEL!

Ifafyjkfc
It's a psychological fart:
Pleasure helps your disposition.

If you're a smoker, remember
— more people get more
pure pleasure from Camels
than from any other cigarette!

No other cigarette is so
rich-tasting, yet so mild!

Camel
'. t. J. Beynold* Tob»cco Co., WtnrtjM-SkHa, K. 0.
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Howard Gets Okay On New Basketball Coach
Figer Linksmen
Split Two Matches

Mc Fadden To Devote
Full Time To Football

The Tiger golfers have had
two matches since last week's
encounters and have split the
two of them; winning over CaroWith basketball becoming a more important game over
lina and losing to the undefeat- the nation and especially in the Atlantic Coast Confered Wake Forest linksters.
The Wake Forest golfers took
to the course at Boscobel last
Saturday afternoon to drub the
Tiger linksters to the tune of
19-8. This was the Tigers first
loss of the season with the high
winds on the course contributing to the high numbers of
strokes taken.

By LOUIS JORDAN
During the past week there has been very little activity
in the sports realm of Clemson College. The Tiger baseball team did not have a game after their return from
^^.Maryland until Monday afternoon when they visited
Greenville to give the Furmanites a rough afternoon.
The track team journeyed to Durham, North Carolina,
on the 7th to join with the University of North Carolina
and N..C. State College in a dual track meet against top
Atlantic Coast Conference competition.
As for the tennis and golf teams, they were out for
meetings with Maryland and Wake Forest respectively.
Also on Monday afternoon the tennis team went to Charleston with a game with the College of Charleston netmen and on Tuesday they met The Citadel for a return
visit. The golf team was host to the Gamecock linksters
on Monday and went to Spartanburg for a match with
Wofford on Tuesday afternoon.
All of these teams have been doing fairly well thus far
this season with hopes that as the season progresses there
will be fewer mistakes and many more spectacular plays.

Glenn Sheriff, the Tiger catcher, gets ready for
a big play at the home plate in a game with
Duke. Many such plays will have occurred

before the season ends in May.
by Boy Huey.)

Furman Is Victor Over Tigers
In Loosely Played Contest 5-4

Erratic fielding by the Clemson Tigers brought about
their
fourth loss of the season as Furman University took
POSSIBILITIES
advantage of these miscues to whip the Tigs 5-4 on MonAs most of you know, Clemson is in bad need of a new day afternoon.
baseball stadium, or should I say a place to entertain vis- Don Shealy, the Tiger fine
pitcher, allowed only eight hits, only win in South Carolina.
iting baseball teams. The grounds on which the Tigers but was caught with the loss Clemson meets North Carolina
now play is certainly not a stadium and is hardly fit for since his teammates could not April 13 in their first home game
give him the support that the since March' 26 when they tied
them to play host to some of the teams which come to Tigers so badly need. His team- Duke. Succeeding home games
mates were guilty ■ of six errors. find Wake Foresst here on the
Clemson.
14th and Georgia Tech here on
There has been a rumor going around lately that the Although the Tigers did com- the 18th.
mit expensive errors, their inplot of ground across from the field house which has been ability to hit when men were
the source for the soil that has been used to fill some of on base was a major contributing factor in the loss. Clemson
the holes around the campus, is going to be converted into left men on in every inning.
a new baseball diamond. If this is so, then more power Clemson took an early lead on
the Hornet's pitcher Charlie The University of Maryland
[ to the ones who decided.
Smith and his wildness. Bill
tennis team defeated Clemson
While on the subject of baseball stands and stadiums, Barnett and Jim O'Quinn both 8-1 last Saturday afternoon in a
singled after Dick Swetenburg
I wonder if anyone was lost in the shuffle that took place and Don Shealy had walked, to windblown Atlantic Coast Conat the freshman baseball game the other afternoon. Some bring in two runs in the top of ference match.
the first before a. man was reThe loss brought the Tigers'
of the fans that were vigorously rooting for the Baby Ben- tired.
season
record to 2-4.
As
the
game
progressed,
Clem^
gal team suddenly found that they were without seats.
Kitt Mathews was the only
son's errors, along with some
For some reason there are not enough seats to go around good clutch pitching by Smith Tiger able to bring home a vicfor all the many, many activities on the campus so the and Charley Moore and spark- tory as he out fought the high
ling defense by the Furman in- winds to drop Lackey of Mary
. different departments have to share even the bleachers. field proved to be the important land 6-2; 6-3.
• This time they were going to be used for a concert in the factors as the Tigers dropped The next tennis match for the
their second game in the state. Tigers will be with N. C. State
field house.
They beat The Citadel for the here at Clemson on the new
courts behind the Field House.
Maybe if we get a new stadium, we can also get new
The matches will get underway
seats and a backstop wire high enough to protect the
at two o'clock and the public is
spectators seated on the bleachers.
invited to watch.

Maryland Downs
Tiger Court-men

NOTE OF INTEREST
Some of the students that are juniors and seniors will
remember Dreher Gaskins who played end for the Tigers in 1954 as a senior. He is now with the 6th Army Calvary in Germany.
Last fall he played football with his unit and had the
honor of being selected most valuable player for the season as well as making the all-conference team. Congratulations to a Clemson man across the world.
NEW COACH
With the announcement that Banks McFadden would
definitely be replaced as basketballcoach, the long awaited incline to big time basketball at Clemson College is
about to begin. We are not saying that Banks McFadden
did not do a good job with the Tiger five, but he simply
did not have the time to devote to basketball. Another
man who does not have to worry with other coaching
duties will do better, and that is just plain fact.
The idea of a new coach is itself not new, but it was
awakened just after the Tigers came in second in the
Carrousel Tournament. A syndicated story advanced
the idea with full approvement of Frank Howard. The
story indicated that the principal prospect for the job
would be Bones McKinney of Wake Forest. He would
certainly be a wise choice for the new position.
However, the story which broke on Tuesday stated that
a number of applications had been received. Howard
will choose the new mentor, and we feel sure that his
choice will be a wise one. McFadden was voted, and
rightly so, the coach of the year in South Carolina because of the wonderful showing of the Tigers this year.
They played nip and tuck with the fast ACC teams and
was one of the top three teams in the hard-to-beat state.Here again, Clemson won but two ACC games and this
4s the record that counts. A new coach with only duties
as basketball coach should remedy this situation.
, We consider Banks McFadden as one of the best at
.Clemson College and we know that he will carry on as
'assistant football coach as well as he has in the past. We
know that his successor will be stepping into big shoes
that will not be filled easily.
MORE BOWL GAMES
I noticed in the roundup of news that the Tigers will
again play in the Gator Bowl Tournaments in Jackson
ville, Fla., next December. I guess that after the final
showing that the Tigers gave last year down in sunny
Florida, the Gator Bowl officials just had to invite them
again.
Last December the basketeers defeated Louisiana State
University in the first game and dropped the University
of South Carolina in the second. We won first place.

(TIGER photo

Riflers Drop USC
For Eleventh Win

The1 Tiger Air Force and Army
ROTC small bore firing squad
has won its last match of the
season by downing the rifle
team from the University of
South Carolina squad by an
uneven score of 1847 to 1791.
This is the eleventh straight
match that the sharpshooters
have won throughout the current season. They placed second
in the state competition matches
which included all schools from
the state of South Carolina and
was held here on the Clemson
campus.
Sergeant Simpson's sharpshooters have been firing almost
every day this semester on the
range in the basement of the
old sixth, barracks on the quadangle. With this practice they
have been more than a match
for any of their opponents this
year. They downed the University of Georgia, University of
South Carolina, Davidson, Furman, Erskine, Presbyterian College as well as their honors in
the state match.
In the match held here at
Clemson last Friday afternoon,
Jones was the high man for the
Tigers along with Dye. The two
shared the top honors with 377
each.

Harris Speaks
To Aero Club
The Clemson Aero Club is
planning a meeting for April 18,
at which time the keys for the
gas tank of the plane will be
distributed. The time of the
meeting will be 8:30 p. m., in
room 100 Riggs Hall.
At the last meeting of the
Club a talk by Captain Harris
of the Air Force detachment on
weather was heard by the group.

NOTICE
Tryouts for girl cheerleaders
for the 1956-57 cheerleading
squad will be held Monday afternoon immediately after
supper in the hall of the main
building. Jimmy Jones, headcheerleader has announced
that he would like to have >
good turnout of girls for these
tryouts.

Wake Forest's Dave Ogilbie
and Ralph James split the
medalist honors for the afternoon's outing with a three over
par 75 over the new Boscobel
course.
Against the University of
South Carolina the Tigers fared
better as they turned the Wake
Forest score around to suit
themselves and downed the
Gamecocks 19-8. This was the
Tigers' sixth win in seven starts
for the season.
Leonard Yaun, one of Clemson's star golfers, was the man
with the lowest score of the afternoon which gave him the
medalist honors against the
Gamecocks. Leonard is from
Aiken, South Carolina and has
taken the low position in four
matches this year.
After the Carolina match, the
Tigers will have a long break
in their home schedule and will
not play again at Boscobel un-

Cheering Squad
Holds Elections
Last Friday night the cheerleading squad elected two new
members to their numbers for
the coming football season next
fall. Tony Vickers a freshman
majoring in architecture and J.
J. Britton, a sophomore majoring in Agronomy are the two
boys who will join the squad.
Tony is from Durham, N. C,
and J. J. is from Sumter.
These two boys will join the
squad through formal initiation
and will begin their duties immediately. With these two new
members there are now seven
male cheerleaders and at the
present time an undetermined
number of girls who will be on
the squad next year.

ence, Clemson is going to have a head basketball coach
who can spend his full time on that sport.

The board of trustees, at a
meeting here Monday, approved
employment of a full-time cage
mentor. Athletic Director Frank
Howard had made the request
because of multiple duties on
Coach Banks McFadden.
Howard will make the selection of a new coach. He said
today he had no specific person
in mind for the new post.
Since a report that Clemson
was considering making basketball a full-time post for the
coach, Howard has received
til April 23 when they will meet
the Caviliers from the University of Virginia. They will play,
however, matches with two of
the toughest members of the Atlantic Coast Conference, University of North Carolina and N. C.
State.

~~~
many applications for the post.
The step is being made because NCAA rules now forbid
spring basketball practice andstart regular season practice on
October 15. This conflicts with
the football season and McFad-'
den is a backfield coach for th*
grid squad. Howard said h«
would prefer to have McFadden
as his football assistant.
McFadden has coached basketball at Clemson since 1945.
He was an Ail-American • in
both basketball and football
with the Tigers.
His teams have won 85 and
lost 130 playing strong sche-.
dules.
McFadden was named coachof-the-year in South Carolina
this year.

$1.00 RADIO REPAIR
Special Introductory Offer - - One Week Only
Only #1.00 Labor Qharge on each Radio Repaired (Parts Extra)

Guaranteed work and parts
CASH AND CARRY

P & T RADIO SERVICE
Cle

Phone 6612

311 Meadow Lane

i, s. c.

TIGER TAVERN
A Delightful Coffee Shop With
Fountain Service
Located in Lower Lobby of Clemson House

Open 9:30 a. m. to 12 p. m.
Sandwiches
Fountain Service

Newstand

Cramming
for Exams?

Fight "Book Fatigue" Safely
Your doctor will tell yon—a
NoDoz Awakener is safe as an
average cup of hot, black coffee. Take a NoDoz Awakener
■when you cram for that exam
...or when mid-afternoon
brings on those "3 o'clock cobwebs." You'll find NoDoz gives
you a lift without a letdown...
helps you snap back to normal
and fight fatigue safely!
i large economy size

15 tablet.-JQ* ffc

Dorms) 60 tablets —

SOMEBODY'S OFF HER ROCKER in the Droodle above—,
and for a darned good reason. The Droodle's titled:
Whistler's Mother out shopping for Luckies. From
where she sits, Luckies always taste better. That's because they're made of fine tobacco—mild, good-tasting
tobacco that's TOASTED to taste even
better. Rise to the occasion yourself—
light up a Lucky. You'll say it's the besttasting cigarette you ever smoked!

98<

NQQOZ
AWAKE NERS
SAFE AS COFFEE

CHADVkflCIC record corp.
ORDER BY MAIL. AT LOW PRICES

DROODLES, Copyright 1953 by Roger Pries

WESTMINSTER
WAL and 5000 series

"//#

FACTORY FRESH
per
RECORDS SWN icriM $2.98 oar
record
WWN Miist $3.85 pile*
AT
original ll»t
price $5.95
REDUCED PRICES
DIAMOND NEEDLES - 40% OFF LIST

2

CAPITOL
HCA VICTOR
LONDON*
COLUMBIA Cl
MERCURY
COLUMBIA ML

OPERAS AND SHOW
TONES $3150

FOR MAILING: 1st record 35d. 20«
lor each additional. NO CHARGE
lor packing. All records shipped
in polyethylene sleeves.

^'rt

39

COLLEGE SMOKERS PREFER LUCKIES!

LIST UP TO S4.9I |

1HMV.

r0AST

Luckies lead all other brands, regular or king
i size, among 36,075 college students questioned
coast to coast. The number-one reason: Luckies
taste better.

Q50

VANGUARD
J OUR
BACH GUILD
**J>HICE
OPERAS AND SHOW TUNES
WRITE FOR COMPLETE
ANGEL RECORD CATALOG

CHADWICK
record corp.
1123 Broadway New York 10, N. Y.

CARILISS
WINDOW WASHIft
Melvin Anderson
Colorado State Teacher*

LUCKIES TASTE BITTER - Cleaner, Fresher, Smoother!
OA.T.C*.

raoDoct o*

iUUICVt LEADING »*JM»»ACTOB«« Of «■&*«■»IK
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Don't Forget To Vote
JIMMY JONES

NEWT STALl

a

Candidate for

A

Student Body
President

Thru Student

For

ENTHUSIASM

Striving for a

Better Clemson

Candidate

INTEREST

SENIOR COUNCIL

Government"

Student Body

ACTIVITIES

Vice President

THE BEST RULE FOR THE BEST SCHOOL

More "STUDENT" Government

"WITH A SINCERE INTEREST
IN STUDENT AFFAIRS"

PRESTON STOKES

V
0
T
E

F
0
R

FOR

Student Body Vice President

TOM BERRY

FOR SENIOR COUNCIL FOR SENIOR COUNCIL FOR SENIOR COUNCIL
V
0
T
E

V
0
T
E

F
0
R
PAUL E. BLANCHARD

F
0
R

V
0
T
E

F
0
R
JIM BRUNSON

JIM BRITTAIN

ELECT

to your

ELECT SAM GAMBRELL

decisions
TO SENIOR COUNCIL

SUPPORT

BILL DuBOSE

AND

TO SERVE YOU ON THE 1956-57

FOR

BE SURE!

Candidate For Senior Council

SENIOR COUNCIL

SENIOR COUNCIL

cance when the student graduates than all the football letters,
beauty queen titles and honorfessors are forgotten as soon as ary shingles.
the final exam is over?
The survey now being underThe Hurricane is now under- taken is not a popularity contest,
Albert C. Littlejohn, 1941
taking a search for such a prograduate of Clemson College, has
nor
do
we
seek
an
essay
on
"My
fessor. We are trying to find [
been appointed assistant district
the man, or woman, who is more favorite teacher is . . ."
manager of the Armstrong Cork
than just a figure in front of
We seek only to determine Company's Industrial office in
the room passing on facts from who, in the student's estimation, Cincinnati, Ohio. He is the son
a text book. We seek that dediof Mrs. Albert Littlejohn of
cated spirit in an underpaid pro- is considered the ideal instructor.
fession who helps the student to We are interested in those qual- Jonesville, S. C.
Littlejohn joined Armstrong in
ities which impress the student
learn.
Of all the facets of campus and remain with him when the 1947 and, following training, was ■
assigned to the Greenville, S. C4
life, from extracurricular activ- course has been completed.
office, where he served as a
ities to class work, little recognitextile salesman for eight years,
tion is given to the most import- DAY OF FIRST EXAM
Following graduation from
ant job on a campus—teaching. ARRIVES:
The instructor comes to class, O woe, O woeful, woeful, woeful Clemson with a B. S. in General
Science, he served four and oneday,
helps the student to learn, then
Never was seen so black a day half years in the U. S. Army
goes home to grade papers. And
Intelligence Corps and was, disas this:
yet the job he has done during
charged in 1945 as a captain.
O
woeful
day.
O
woeful
day.—
class will carry far more signifitttwwwswsare*8* <
\«a»s»33«3»a3a«»3s»;aaaaaais

Clemson Grad
Gets Top Job With
Cork Company

ACP Clippings

VOTE FOR
VOTE FOR

F. D. "CHILL" WILLS

TOMMY
WRENN
FOR

Senior
Council
HONEST - RELIABLE - CAPABLE

FOR FAIR REPRESENTATION
OF ALL CLASSES

YOUR VOTE WILL BE APPRECIATED!

STUDENTS

AUDITIONS

SLAYMAKER

(Continued from Page 1)
<!ee, Rhett Roman, Ben Crowder,
Ted Pappas, Bill Geiger, Randy
"•""i. Charles G. Richey,
Bob Krwia, Bichard Webster, J.
l„ccher Smoak, Jr., Jim Coleman, A. Newton Stall, Jr.,
Charles W. Bussey, Jr., Hugh H.
McLaurin, B. Russel Langley,
Jr., Edgar F. Seay, William J.
Dunn, H. Woodward Middleton,
James L. Brown, J. W. (Bill)
Dunn, B. Franklin Martin, C.
Smith Chance, Jr., William M.
(Campbell, Jr., Joel W. Wells,
Alex S. Morrison, William J.
Neely, Jr.

(Continued from Page 1)
appear on the live television
show.
Any individual or group of
individuals now residing in the
two counties, including Clemson students, are eligible for the
free auditions. County residents who wish to be auditioned should contact Bob Bradley,
Box 1423, Clemson; or Barney
Austin, Room C-620, Clemson
College dormitories.

(Continued from Page 1)
sity in 1928 rising from assistant professor to professor and
head of the department. Since
1937 he has been associated
with Case Institute where, in
addition to his teaching work,
he has served as dean of the Junior Division and acting head of
the. Department of Engineering
Administration.
The meeting is open to all interested persons.

f

JIMMY A. RICHARSON
DIXON D. LEE

and

Temple University recently reteived an unusual letter. The
envelope was addressed directly to the University and marked
r
'ln bold letters "PERSONAL."

™

"FOR A BETTER CLEMSON"

WHY GAMBLE?

Give thought

Your Vote and Support
Will Be Appreciated

HEYWARD MAHON CO.
-Greenvill

FROM ROUND ABOUT
According to Red Sander,
UCLA football coach, the UCLA
student body takes an adult
view of hanging in effigy. When
approached on the subject by a
sports writer, Sanders said,
"There's nothing childish about
our student body. If they decide to hang me, it would be
for keeps."

THE IDEAL PROFESSOR
(ACP)—The Miami Hurricane
has decided to look for the ideal
professor, a search that should
prove valuable for both the student body and the faculty. Other
colleges might do well to follow
suit. Here's how the Hurricane
describes its search:
Long after students have finished a course, they remember
certain outstanding qualities
about the instructor. There was
something about the class, and
the way the instructor conducted it that made it seem like
more than just something that
was required.
Just what do some professors
have that makes a student remember him, while other pro-

DONATIONS
(Continued from Page 1)
ciety of Agricultural Engineers,
American Society of Electrical
Engineers, Glee Club, Iota
Lambda Sigma, Delta Sigma Nu,
American Society of Ceramic
Engineers, Kappa Phi Kappa,
Pershing Rifles, Hillel Brandeis,
and Phi Psi.
Those clubs failing to donate
to the Event Board Fund will
not be allowed its use. The total
cost will be approximately $100,
and those clubs who have not
donated are asked to contact
members of the Sophomore
Club.

Mauldin Chevrolet Company
YOUR CHEVROLET DEALER
Pendleton Phone 3821

Clemson Phone 5387

Large Assortment of
Sport Shirts

QUALITY CLOTHING FOR
YOUNG MEN

We Service All Makes and Models

JUDGE KELLER

Clemson Headquarters in Greenville

Pendleton, S. C.

L. C. Martin Drug Co.
CLEMSON, S.C.

Clemson Bookstore
See Paul Harrison
For Monogramming Slide Rules, Note Books,
and Leather Goods Every Tuesday
in Book Store

\
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1956-57 Plans
For Concert Series

Air Society Plans Engineering Students Vote
Trip To Tennessee For Engineering Foundation

Thomas Brockman, native Greenvillian and one of the
top young pianists in the musical world, will be featured
with the Pittsburgh Symphony Orchestra in one of the
concerts on the 1956-57 Clemson Concert Series.
Other attractions on next season s program which was announced today, include the Navy
Band, the Ballet Russe de Monte
Carlo, the duo-pianists Whittemore and Lowe and the Obernkirchen Children's Choir.
The college concert committee made special arrangements for Brockman to play
a piano concerto with the
Pittsburgh orchestra for the
first time. He has previously
performed with the New oYrk
Philharmonic under Dmitri
Mitropoulos. the Philadelphia
Orchestra under Eugene Or-

mandy and the Detroit Symphony under Paul Paraw. His
performance with the Pittsburgh Orchestra directed - by
William Steinberg will take
place at Clemson next March
7.
The ever-popular Navy Band
conducted by Commander
Charles Brendler will open the
Clemson series for the seventh
time on October 19 with matinee and evening concerts. This
program will be followed on
November 16 by the world famous Ballet Russe which performed for more than a million
persons on tour last season.
On February 4 the duopiano team of Whittemore
and Lowe will give one of
their programs which have
Professor G. C. Robinson pre- delighted concert and televissented a short talk on the va- ion fans for many years. The
C h i 1 d r e n's
rious
ceramic
organizations, Obernkirchen
their foundings, purposes, or- Choir, which has set unpreganization and interests at the cedented records in concert
monthly meeting of the student annals for attendance and apchapter of the American Cera- peal will charm the Clemson
audience on February 25.
mic Society Tuesday, April 10.
As usual, general admission
After the talk, Chairman Tom
Wever outlined the plans for the and reserved seat season tickCeramic Department's part in ets will be available to the pubthe Engineering Fair. The plans lic. There will also be specially
•were fully discussed and final priced tickets for primary, secpreparations made. All indica- ondary, and non-Clemson coltionse point to an interesting lege students and for the wives
of Clemson students. All reguentry in the Fair..
Final plans were also made larly enrolled Clemson students
for the juniors' and seniors' trip are to pay for their admission in
to the National Convention of a student activity fee. Ticket
the American Ceramic Societv information will be mailed to
Other
•which is to be held in New York subscribers this week.
City April 22-26. Sixteen stu- interested persons may secure
this information from the Presdents are planning to attend.
Jim Barton was selected to ident's Office at Clemson.
The Clemson Concert Series
edit a newsletter to be sent to
all ceramic engineering grad- was established at the college in
uates. This newsletter will 1940 to help broaden the technicontain a directory which will cal education of the students
enable past students to keep in here in making its outstanding
contact with each other, in musical attraction available also
touch with the department and to the public, it has become a
will also contain departmental I cultural highlight in the PiedI mont area of the state.
news.

Robinson Gives Talk
To Ceramic Society

The Clemson Chapter of the
A group of engineering juniors and seniors met TuesArnold Air Society has planned
to make an aerial field trip to day night to find out whether or not they approved of
the Arnold Air Development the proposal for the forming of an Engineering FoundaCenter at Tullahoma, Tennessee. tion. After having the proposal explained in some deThe group will l?pve the morn- tail, the group voted overwhelmingly for continuation
ing of April 25, from Donaldson of plans for the Foundation
Air Force Base and will return
That the plan be brought to
Buddy Eurey, a mechanical
in. the afternoon after a tour of engineering senior, and chair- the attention of old graduates
man of the advance committee and their support in this founthe Center.
handling the proposal, opened dation be requested. That an
At a recent meeting of the so- the meeting with a short state- effort be made to make this plan
ciety nine juniors were accepted ment of the purpose of the meet- continuous; that is, that future
into the organization. They are: ing.
Jimmie Humphries
ex- graduates be asked to join th«
Bill DuBose, entomology major plained the plan more fully to foundation. That a board of difrom Darlington; Edmund Jones, those attending the meeting, and rectors composed of Clemson
opened the floor for discussion. Engineering gradautes adminindustrial physics student from
During the short discussion ister the funds as they see fit
Columbia; Ralph Aiken, archi- period which followed, various for equipment, facilities,
and
tectural engineering major from questions were brought, and scholarships to deserving stuGreenville; Melvin Richardson, a request was made for the dents. That no member of this
mechanical engineering student placing of suggestions in the board be a member of the Colsuggestion box to be located lege Board of Trustees, Adminfrom Gastonia; Jimmy Richard
inside the entrance to Riggs istration, or Faculty.
son,
agricultural
engineering Hall.
That contributing persons be
major from Lancaster; Charlie
Dean Sams expressed his ap- allowed to allocate 75% of their
Bussey, Textile manufacturing proval of the proposal, and his contributions to the department
student from Hendersonville. appreciation of the student in- of their choice to be used by
At a recent all day meeting
North Carolina; John Henry terest in it. Continuing, he men- that department as it sees fit,
oi the Board of Trustees of Turner, electrical engineering tioned the Engineering Advis- and as approved by the board.
Clemson College the main topic
major from Marion; Jim Cole- ory Board and its work at Clem- That the remaining 25% be alof discussion were: the formaman, textile manufacturing stu- son, the setup of similar foun- located to a general fund to be
tion of a faculty senate, new undent from Anderson; and Tony dations, and their work on the used for scholarships, and eniforms for R. O. T. C. students,
Rutz, agricultural economics ma- campus. He also discussed pos- gineering and engineering-relaand the increasing number of
sible uses of the fund. .
ted departments having less
jor from Camaguey, Cuba.
co-eds.
Dr. Cook of the Mechani- than 10% of the engineering
Four officers were elected for cal Engineering department, graduates of the year the funds
The faculty senate, as apthe forthcoming year. Bill Duexpressed his appreciation of are allocated.
proved by the Board, is designBose was elected Squadron Com- the project, and mentioned
That a report of all business
ed to provide better channels for
mander; Melvin Richardson, Exof the foundation be sent to all
faculty recommendations to the ecutive Officer; Charlie Bussey, other uses of such a fund.
The students left the meeting contributing members on an anpresident and help him assign
treasurer; and Edmund Jones, favorably impressed with the nual basis. That old graduates
problems for investigations and
Public Information Officer.
overall objectives of the Engi- be approached on the advisabilreports more effectively.
Initiation for these new mem- neering Foundation.
ity of the plan and their interest
The new uniforms next year
bers will begin Monday, April
Following is a "Proposed Plan in contributing along with their
are for juniors and seniors; they
16.
for an Engineering Foundation." ideas for carrying it out.
will provide the graduating reThat each graduate of the
Realizing that the School of
serve officers with a uniform to
Engineering bodly needs equip- School of Engineering, curri-~
attend reserve meetings and will
ment and facilities ,and in an culum in Engineering, be
serve as a secondary uniform to
effort to promote better schol- pledged to contribute $10 per
those called to active duty.
The U. S. Civil Service Comyear minimum to a non-profit
Freshmen and sophomores will mission has announced that en- arship among engineering stufoundation dedicated to the j
continue to wear the traditional gineers are needed for employ- dents, we, the class of 1956, proimprovement of the School of
pose
this
plan
to
improve
the
Black and - Grey, at least for ment in the Army Ballastic MisEngineering.
situation:
next year.
sile Agency and Redstone ArDr. Poole called attention to senal in Huntsville, Alabama.
from
the fact that co-ed enrollment Stating salaries range
is up from 11 last year tc 33 for $4,345 to $11,610 a year. The
optional fields of work include
this year.
—ENGINEERSaeronautical, chemical, electriAt the same meeting Mr. H.
cal, electronics, general, indusGREENVILLE,
SOUTH CAROLINA
H. McCauley was promoted
trial mechanical, and ordnance
from assistant professor of ecoengineering.
nomics to full professor.
To qualify, applicants must
have had appropriate college
study or pertinent engineering
ANDERSON, S. C.
The deadline for TAPS pay- experience. Applications will be
Farm
Implements
- - Sporting Goods
accepted until further notice and
ments is drawing near. Stumust be filed with the Executive
"Serving
This
Section
Since 1895"
dents are urged to make pay- Secretary, Board of U. S. Civil
ments; at the first possible Service Eaminers, Redstone Ardate. The TAPS office will senal, Huntsville, Alabama.
Further information and apbe open to receive payments
plication
forms may be obtainany night after seven o'clock.
COMPLETE OUTFITTERS TO MEN
ed from many post offices
YOUNG MEN AND STUDENTS
The TAPS office is located on throughout the country or from
108 N. Main Street Greenville and Suburban (Branch) Store
the top floor of the Student the U. S Civil Service CommisPleasantburg Shopping Center, Laurens Road
sion, Washington, D. C.
Center.

Pershing Rifles Get
Top Drilling Honors
Forty-seven members of Clemson's Pershing Rifles
company returned in triumph from Washington's annual
Cherry Blossom Festival where they won two coveted
trophies under the leadership of Cadet Captain John Duffie and Cadet Lieutenant Sammy Owens.

The
nationally
recognized
drill unit arrived on campus Fri
The trip was financed by the
day, April 6 at 2:30 p. m., where rifle team members. Their perthey were met and congratulated formance in Washington reby the college military staff and flected every bit of their many
a large group of the student long hours of practice.
body.
This year the Clemson PershThe two trophies were for
Champion of the ROTS Drill ing Rifles have appeared in the
and Greer
Competition and for First Seneca, Clemson,
Place in Marching in the 1956 Christmas parades and at the
football
Cherry Blossom Parade. They Clemson - Maryland
were awarded as a result of game here and the Clemsonthe unit's outstanding exhibi- Auburn game at Mobile. Fution in competition with other ture trips this year will be to
crack drill teams from col- Donaldson Air Force Base and
leges and universities across to the Pershing Rifles convention at Athens, Georgia.
In
the nation.
Leaving the school early 1954-55 the Clemson Pershing
Monday morning, April 2, the Rifles were champions of the
Rifles.
drill team went to Fort Belvoir Southeastern Pershing
Virginia, where the members Military faculty advisor for the
were billited during their stay. unit is Captain Donald A. TayTuesday morning they won more lor.
than 100 points over their nearest rival in the Precision Drill
Contest
(without
arms) in
Washington. The team established a new national record of
Clemson's
senior
AFROTC
835 points out of a possible 1,cadets this week were advised
000.
The Clemson men were se- by the Air Force of tentative
lected the best of 23 drill dates set for their entry into acunits in the Cherry Blossom tive duty. Entry dates have
Parade on Wednesday night. been announced for June, AugThe board of judges, com- ust and next year's mid - year
posed of four officers repre- graduates.
By Johnny Blackmon
senting
the Army, Air Force,
student
fail
to
graduate,
his
Air Force officials have an
The main order for caps,
gowns, and invitations has been money for his cap and gown will Navy, and Marines, awarded nounced that the AFROTC prothe
unit
90.5
out
of
100
points.
gram has reached a high degree
sent to the printers and should be refunded on request.
Second place went to The Citbe back within five weeks. How
In the next two weeks each adel and third went to Pur- of stability thus enabling selec
tions to be made this early. Un
ever, a late order will be sent senior who is graduating in
in for those students who did June, August, or February will due University, the champ- der this new plan graduates are
divided into four equal groups;
not order during the allotted receive a letter containing the ions of last year's parade.
The two trophies were award- each group to enter duty during
time. This order will be taken resolutions which it is necesCadets
during the first part of next sary for each senior to agree to ed tod the Clemson branch of a quarter of the year.
week and no orders can be taken if he is to participate in the Sen- the Pershing Rigles on Thurs- are given their choice of quart
after this time. Remember that ior Day activities. Also this day night, April 5. Also on ers.
an order must be placed for a card will contain a place for Thursday night the Clemson
In past years selection procap and gown if you expect to you to indicate whether you are Alumni Club of Washington fe- cess was based primarily on
attend graduation. Should any planning to bring a date. It is ted the group at dinner. After- graduation dates. This process
necessary for us to have this in- wards, the members of the unit permits
graduates
to
make
formation, to complete the plans toured the capital city and cele- plans for their activities bebrated their well deserved vicfor this event.
tween graduation and active
tory.
duty.
Only those August and FebEntry dates for Clemson
ruary graduates will receive letgraduates begin for some on 15
ters who have applied for their
June 1956 and run throu'%'- E8
diploma in Miss Coker's office.
What are the Pacific Islands
June 1957. Clemson has
44
Therefore if you have not apof World War II like today? A
graduates scheduled to enter the
plied, or if you do not receive
The
South
Carolina
Student
motion picture tour, in color,
Flying Training program after
a letter, please contact Miss
of the present day islands is Coker, get yourself cleared and Christian Association is to have graduation and 7 scheduled for
a
retreat
at
Camp
Long
near
made in a film to be seen next bring that clearance to one of
Aiken, S. C, on April 20, 21, ground duty. All are to serve
Sunday at 3 p. m. in the chem- the class officers.
and
22. The officers have out- minimum three year tours. They
istry auditorium of Clemson
lined
the plans for thi sretreat. are part of tabout 6700 officers
Anyone having an idea for
College, which answers this
commissioned from
and
it
has the prospects of being to be
question in terms of economic the Senior Class project please
the best one yet. In the past, AFROTC this year.
contact
Jim
Young
who
is
the
progress. Contrast is supplied
Delays up to one year in call
there has been good attendance
by scenes made during the war chairman of that committee.
There will be a meeting of the from Clemson. Those who at- to active duty can be secured by
by combat photographers.
tended have received inspiration those who plan graduate work
A second reel released by the class at a later date to determine
from the program as well as after graduation.
the
project
that
is
favored
by
United States Fish and Wildlife
having a lot of fellowship with
Service deals with the ways of the majority.
the student from other colleges.
migratory wild fowl.
Scenes,
The retreat has for its theme
also in color, from the Arctic
"Open Mine Eyes".
It is to
Ocean to the Rio Grande, show
ITfaa Country Gentlemen's Theatre)
Meetings of the Freshman, be a weekend of spiritual prephow hunters, biologists, and
aration for carrying out the
fieldmen
collect
information Sophomore, and Junior Classes
Clemson, South Carolina
plans of the Christian Associa"Behind the Flyways."
will be held on Monday, April tions on each campus. It is here
Phone 6011
This program is one of a se- 16 for the purpose of nomithat the students from the variries presented
weekly as
a nating from the floor, candious colleges may meet to comcommunity service by the Clem- dates for class officers and
bine ideas and to receive guidson Unitarian Fellowship.
representatives. The time and ance from God, so thatthey may
Fictures will not be shown on place for these meetings will carry on the work on the camFriday and Saturday
April 22; the final program of be posted on the bulletin puses.
the year will be presented the board in the Post Office CorIncluded in the program are
last Sunday of the month.
ridor.
workshops on: love, by Rev.
E. S. Jones; people, by Rev. L.
E. Brubaker; leadership, by
LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS
by Dick Bibler
Rory Calhoun
Rev. A. Payne; and truth, by
Rev. Phil Jones.
Reverend W. W. Lumpkin, rector of the Episcopal Church of
Our Savior in Rock Hill, is the
Monday & Tuesday
main speaker.
The SCSCA officers this year
are president, Emma Livingston,
Winthrop; vice-president, Bob
Adams, USC; secretary, Carolyn
Byers, Converse; treasurer, Bibs
Abu-Arab, The Citadel; publicity chairman, P iyllis Bates,
Winthrop; and dean, Miss Elizabeth Stowe, Winthrop.
Rory Calhoun, Shelley Winters,

AFROTC Grads
To Active Dutv

To The Seniors

Pacific Islands
Of World War II
*Vovie Be Shown

ThttwSay, Sprfl 12; EBB

Retreat At Camp
Long Has SCSCA

Trustees Discuss

Engineers Needed

J.E.SIRRINECO.JNC

SULLIVAN HARDWARE CO.

NOTICE!

STONE BROTHERS

So Good to your TASTESo Quick on the DRAW!

Clemson Theatre

NOTICE!

"Red Sundown"

"The Treasures
of

Pauncho Villa"

Heyn Attends Meet
Of Chemistry Society
Dr. A. N. J. Heyn, Professor
of Natural and Synthetic Fibers
will attend the annual meeting
of the American Chemical Society in Dallas, Texas, on April
8-13.
Dr. Heyn will present a paper
on "The Super Molecular Structure of Cellulose".

Gilbert Roland

Wednesday-Thursday

"Glory"
Margaret O'Brien

I. SUPERIOR TASTE
So good to your taste because of L&M's
superior tobaccos. Richer, tastier—especially selected for filter smoking. For the
flavor you want, here's the filter you need.

2. SUPERIOR FILTER
So quick on the draw! Yes, the flavor
comes clean—through L&M's all white
Miracle Tip. Pure white inside, pure
white outside for cleaner,better smoking.

FORMAL WEAR
GET YOUR ORDER IN NOW FOR JR.-SR.
So you will be sure to have complete outfit.
&HIS IS A POOR CLASS TO TAKE FIRST PERIQD-50 NOISY W CANT SLEEP.*

HOKE SLOAN

RELAX WITH

» b»««" A Mv» lo|*a» C*

"ST BIG RED LETTER DAY I.

